
#37440, Rent - Apartment, Belgrade, HRAM SVETOG SAVE

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 98 m² €1,600 CHECK AVAILABILITY

FURNISH INDEPEN YES 1 1 2 1 YES NO 1 NO

BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS THE FLOOR

2 1 1

An excellent apartment housed in newer house with energy passport. It is placed in Vracar area, close to St Sava temple. A quiet

part of the city with plenty of new buildings and excellent content in the neighbourhood - numerous stores, restaurants, coffee

shops and Kalenic green market. Highway inclusion is at only five minutes driving distance, while streets with public transport

and stations are at five to ten minutes walking distance. The building is secured 24/7, while facade is designed in colonial style

with marble entrance. The apartment is housed on the first floor and has a hallway which divide apartment to public and private

part. A toilet is placed in the entrance area. Attractive, modern concept of the apartment is organized as open area which

contains living room, dining room, fully equipped kitchen with a counter and an exit to a terrace overlooking the inner yard. The

other part of the apartment is private area, consists of two bedrooms, one of which is with king size bed, while the other has a

couch and a desk. Bathroom is with shower cabin. The apartment is furnished in modern manner, in light shades, while aparking

space is reserved in the builging's garage. Suitable for a family or a couple.
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